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Monologues for Acting Auditions. So you're looking for Shakespeare monologues? Maybe
something really juicy for your next audition? Well you're in the. Choose from a wide variety of
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monologues, two person monologues and more.
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"The Regina Monologues" is the fourth episode of The Simpsons' fifteenth season. It originally
aired on the Fox network in the United States on November 23, 2003. Choose from a wide
variety of Male Monlogues to help prepare yourself for your next audition! Select humorous or
dramatic monologues, two person monologues and more.
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Select from a broad array of Female Monologues ( Monologues for Women ) to help ace your
next audition. Choose funny comic monologues, dramatic monologues and more! Choose from
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The following monologues are available - free - for any who wish to use them in a competition or
audition setting. Click on the character name to see the A multitude of movie monologues -- for
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The following monologues are available - free - for any who wish to use them in a competition or
audition setting. Click on the character name to see the Select from a broad array of Female
Monologues ( Monologues for Women ) to help ace your next audition. Choose funny comic
monologues, dramatic monologues and more!
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